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13. Use of unmanned transport

technologies



Overall description

Level 0 – NO AUTOMATION: there are no

unmanned systems, but the notification

system can work - signal boards, sounds, etc.

Level 1 – DRIVER ASSISTANCE: the vehicle is

controlled by the driver, but some automated

systems may work: cruise control, automatic

Parking, and lane departure warning system.

The use of highly automated or driverless vehicles

without the participation of drivers can be a

cardinal step aimed at minimizing human

contact during the transportation process and, as

a result, preventing the spread of infectious

diseases.

SAE International , as the society of automotive

engineers, defines the following levels of driverless

vehicle automation:

Level 2 – PARTIAL AUTOMATION: you can drive

most of the way in autopilot mode, but the

driver must take control in cases where the

system can not cope on its own – for example,

when changing lanes abruptly in case of

unexpected interference from another vehicle.

Autopilot controls taxiing, vehicle speed

changes, and braking, but can be turned on

or off at any time at the driver's request.

Level 3 – CONDITION AUTOMATION: the vehicle

can move almost without the driver's control,

especially on roads with "predictable" traffic

(for example, on a highway, motorway). But

the driver must be ready to take control at any

time, because in some unusual situations, the

vehicle may not react correctly to the situation

on the road and this may lead to an accident.
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Overall description

Level 4 – HIGH AUTOMATION: the same as

level 3, but the pilot's attention is no longer

required. Level 4 is an almost completely

Autonomous vehicle.

Level 5 – FULL AUTOMATION: nothing is

required from the passenger of the vehicle

other than starting the autopilot and

determining the destination. An unmanned

vehicle will drive completely independently

to the designated destination, if this is not

prohibited by law.

To ensure autonomy, are used the systems

Advance Driver Assistance System (ADAS). ADAS

are used to help the driver have better driving

experiences. These systems contain features

which increase the safety of the vehicles on road

and helps to reduce road accidents.
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Overall description

Adaptive Cruise Control: This is a system for

vehicles which helps it to automatically adjust

its speed and maintain a safe distance from

vehicles in front of it. Sensors such as Radars,

LiDARs, and image sensors, among others

help the vehicle to detect objects and

vehicles in front of it and move accordingly;

Adaptive Light Control: These systems help

drivers to see better and further in darkness by

swiveling and rotating the headlights to see

the path ahead for the vehicle. The

headlights move in response to vehicular

steering, speed, weather and visibility

conditions, and road curvature, among

others;

Part of ADAS includes the components (as

independent systems):

Atomatic Braking: This feature is used to reduce

the speed of the vehicle in case of high-speed

collisions. It is a pre-crash technology used in

case there is a lapse of driver attention. This

feature slows the vehicle to cause less damage

and fatalities;

Automatic Parking: This feature is used to assist

the driver to park efficiently without the need for

human intervention. Some vehicles have this

feature to help the driver to parallel park, while

other vehicles have the system which can

provide advice to the driver to turn the steering

wheel and park;

Blind Spot Detection: This feature is used to

provide the driver vital information about

objects and surroundings of the vehicle, by using

various sensors. This information is otherwise

difficult for the driver to come by. The system will

sound an alarm or transmit an image if they

sense an object in the blind spot of the vehicle;
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Overall description

Collision Avoidance System: This feature is

used to determine if the vehicle will collide

with another vehicle or an object while

driving. The system uses various sensors such

as proximity sensors, among others, to sense

the distance of other vehicles, pedestrians,

animals, and objects on the road. The

vehicle system warns the driver if the vehicle

will collide with another object;

Driver Drowsiness Detection: This feature is

used to determine if the driver’s attention is

wandering while driving the vehicle. These

systems look for the indications such as

driver’s head nodding to indicate sleepiness,

among others;

Hill Descent Control: This feature is used to help

vehicles to descend steep inclines easily. This

feature activates the brakes to automatically

slow the vehicles on the road and allow the

vehicle to move at a desired speed which can

be overridden by pressing the brake or

accelerator;

Intelligent Speed Adaptation: This feature helps

the driver to drive the vehicle at a certain

speed by using various sensors to monitor the

vehicle’s speed;

Lane Departure Warning System: This feature is

used to determine if a vehicle is drifting from

the road and uses a variety of sensors to ensure

that the vehicle does not leave the lane

accidently while driving.
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response (1)

6

reduce the number of drivers involved in road transport of goods to minimize human contact during the

transport process and, as a result, prevent the spread of infectious diseases;

improve road safety by eliminating errors caused by human factors;

to support drivers in complex traffic situations;

to automate the management of transportation;

optimize transport schedules and coordination;

increase the intensity of vehicle use without interruptions for drivers ' rest;

reduce the number of vehicles used on the road by improving their performance;

increase of transport discipline;

reduce the costs of transport and logistics services associated with vehicle downtime due to drivers;

reduce fuel consumption and negative impact on the environment;

increase the capacity of international transport corridors on Asian roads through automated

optimization of traffic flows.

The use of highly automated or driverless vehicles without the participation of drivers can be a cardinal step

aimed at minimizing human contact during the transportation process and, as a result, preventing the

spread of infectious diseases:



Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response (2)
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certification of automated vehicles to obtain permission to use automated vehicle functions;

cybersecurities;

recognition of automated driving by the public;

responsibility for road accidents and their consequences;

modernization of transport and information infrastructure;

harmonization of requirements and conditions for the use of highly automated or driverless

vehicles without the participation of drivers.

However, the use of highly automated or driverless vehicles without the participation of drivers is

associated with the need to eliminate possible obstacles in the field of:



Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response (3)
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driver assistance systems in personal vehicles;

Autonomous taxi cars;

Autonomous Shuttle buses;

Autonomous connected vehicles in mainline transport.

According to experts (report(1)  of the Massachusetts Institute of technology, USA, 2020) in the next 10

years until 2030, the main areas of application of highly automated and unmanned vehicles will be:

The development of the use of unmanned vehicles for the transportation of goods on highways

moving behind the leader vehicle under the driver's control (platooning) is predicted. Since this type

of use of unmanned vehicles has prospects due to the relative simplicity from a technical point of

view.

(1) Autonomous Vehicles, Mobility, and Employment Policy: The Roads Ahead JOHN J. LEONARD, DAVID A. MINDELL, AND ERIK L. STAYTON



Implementation examples

Key players in the global Autonomous vehicle market

are AUDI AG, BMW Group, Daimler AG, FCA Italy S.

p.A, Ford Motor Company, General Motors, MAN SE,

Nissan Motor Co., Ltd, Tesla, Inc., Toyota Motor

Corporation, Volkswagen AG, Volvo Group, Waymo

LLC, Zoox Inc.

China is a confident leader in the number of patents

received for highly automated and unmanned

vehicles, with 37.8% of the total number of patents

issued worldwide, according to BIS Research (1) .

CHERY, LINGKE, Xiamen Autostar and others are

among the Chinese companies active in patent

activity.

Отчет «Global Autonomous Vehicle Market. Focus on Level of Autonomy for Passenger Cars and Commercial Vehicles, Analysis and

Forecast: (2018-2028)» (February 2019) («Глобальный Рынок Автономных Транспортных Средств. Фокус на уровне автономии для

легковых и коммерческих автомобилей. Анализ и прогноз: (2018-2028)»)

Traditional automobile manufacturers

(automotive Oem);

Companies in the high-tech sector, including

it giants;

Numerous startups and enthusiasts.

The following categories of companies

participate in the development of highly

automated and connected vehicles:
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Initial recommendations for launching/strengthening similar initiative in

an interested country/sector (1)

Initial recommendations for launching highly automated and connected vehicle applications in the

country/group of countries concerned include:

Conduct a General analysis of aspects of the

use of highly automated and connected

vehicles in the country, including:

legal regulation, system of laws, standards

and technical regulations;

current state of transport infrastructure;

current state of the digital infrastructure,

including the development of wireless

networks;

public opinion regarding the possible use of

highly automated and connected vehicles;

existing national initiatives for the use of

highly automated and connected vehicles;

Preparation and implementation of pilot projects

on selected and prepared transport routes,

including:

testing of technologies in areas that are

closed to unauthorized vehicles;

testing the platooning mode on a selected

section of the road network with low traffic

intensity;

testing the movement of highly automated

and connected vehicles with automation

level 4 and 5 on selected road sections;

testing the movement of highly automated

and connected vehicles with automation

level 4 and 5 on public road sections. 10



Initial recommendations for launching/strengthening similar initiative in

an interested country/sector (2)
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Development of a national plan for the use of

highly automated and connected vehicles,

including:

strategic plan for the organization of

transportation using highly automated and

connected vehicles;

plan for the development and phased use

of highly automated and connected

vehicles, including on dedicated routes and

public roads;

the plan for the modernization of the road

network and infrastructure;

plan for improving the regulatory framework,

system of laws, standards and technical

regulations.

Development of an international cooperation

and harmonization plan for the use of highly

automated and connected vehicles, including:

harmonization of national and international

regulatory acts, systems of laws, standards

and technical regulations;

implementation of joint projects on the use

of highly automated and connected

vehicles.


